SUPERFUND HIDDEN SUPERFRAUD

(Side 1)

Both Federal and State Community Cabinets require an ATO forensic audit, now in progress for
Supreme Court Judge Byrne's who warned the penalty for this crime is a 5yr gaol term for ignoring the
standard 3 step Arbitration procedure to Judge Mackenzie's failed 'mediation order' to Judge White's
CBA 'disclosure order'.
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1. Both Police Commissioner Atkinson and Stewart have confirmed no-one has been
accountable for their mistakes.
2. The CIB, Fraud Squad and QLS have the solution. It is covered in Criminal Code Sect. 391
& 399, but it is not covered in our QDPP system as part of the normal 3 step Arbitration
procedure.
3. To assist Police to smash superfraud, the laws of Association and Accession need to be
rd
upgraded by the 3 step to the law of Abandonment, to the international Racketeering
Influenced Corrupt Organisation Act standard. You have to establish, that our case is
about LSC reform to corrupt QDPP plea-bargains, torts or blatant cover-ups. To
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Our ref:1011207845488. The Tax Office has now provided a new
reference No 7101602548036. The motive it would appear,
to destroy all evidence of the ATO staff across Australia who
acted as whistleblowers to support Colonel/Judge Shanahan’s,
ATO Tony Coburn and Area Commander John Hopgoods
findings that this is the best case for QLS law reform to prove
the ATO, superfunds, subcontractors and mothers are
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all victims to the site solution’s protection racket.
Check Insp. B W Cross 6 photo re-enactment of bikie nun-chucker attack.

HOW CROWN EVIDENCE IS HIDDEN!
4. a/ Davida the ex-QDPP MOB Barrister from hell tricked, cheated and deceived, in our case alone 14
Judges. b/ It was reported in the Courier Mail that additional charges are pending. c/ Premier Newman
promised a follow-up press release. d/ Thanks to the QLS Law Reform assistance to solve major unsolved
LSC style crimes, Davida 'the prisoner' acted as our senior legal counsel under CBA direction to destroy
the evidence of a fraudulent bank loan agreement held in her care.*** This CBA fraudulent action opened
the door to the 'Site Solutions' protection racket that caused the loss of our HEHS superfund profit and
cheated the ATO out of their just reward. As proof, we have other court transcripts (i) Supreme Court Judge
Muir “I do not understand why you would self liquidate a 22 block subdivision for $10,000.” This is a
legal stress test as Reg Kliedon, our then Solicitor said “$10,000 is throwaway money in test cases of
this kind. You must prove CBA liability as the first step to prove guilt.” The next step is for Police to
gain Kliedon's abandoned Crown evidence. (ii) District Court Judge Brabazon said to Davida “This is not
the way to do it.” Do what? Please explain! (iii) Magistrate Austin “I do not care what (anyone from) the
Police Minister down has to say.” Please explain! (iv) Engineer /. Arbitrator Miller “I just followed senior
legal counsel direction.” He was not aware Davida acted for the 'crime cartel'. Her scam, to work for $20
p/h to destroy our Crown evidence. (v) Judge White's question meant; why did the CBA pay $25,000 to
admit liability, but their written excuses confirmed guilt? (vi) CIB Det. Insp. T Kidd tried to give me a
criminal record but ignored the extortion demand for $47,691 used to try and steal my mother's home.
Please explain! (vii) Fraud Squad Det. Sgt. B Heath said “If you do not have a copy of the bank loan
agreement you do not have a (Crown) case.” He must have been aware of Criminal Code Sect. 399. To
mean, by law he could demand a copy from the CBA. Heath would have proved CBA fraud with both the
original and amended copies from Grahame Ledwidge's boss Chris Watts, whose amendments were too
late to resolve this superfund scam. Please explain why local CIB Det. Mark Hughes investigation was
closed? (viii) Hughes would have proved Supt. Pettinger's mistake, quote “This is a civil matter outside
the control of the Queensland Police.” So please explain why this Community Cabinet / ATO
investigation is still unresolved! (ix) PESC Martin was ordered as then Chief of Staff by his then boss
Doonan to use the scam, quote “Due to Police availability and time, this case is closed.”

Centrelink, ATO, S. Fund
Inheritance Scam, tort
& racketeering breach
giving options for ASIC reform to:court registrar ’s passion!
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Solicitor Denise Maxwell / (Criminal) Estate Solicitors Snr. Associate, de Groots Lawyers,
Comm. Ombudsman and Centrelink Man. B. Stevens to confirm Q. Premier C. Newman's
promised 'criminal charges press release' via P.M. Gillard's Prof. P. Wilson criminologist
work experience student's, S. Court, QLS & Police direction.
Thanks to the caring BCC / IID, DVA, RAAF, RSL Gold Card No QX072250.

(Side 2)

The Community Cabinet / ATO have no time limit on their investigations.***
(x) Davida Williams, Doonan and Welford apologised for 'abuse of public office' and 'obstruction of
justice' for arranging a 2yr pardon for Davida, known by the QDPP as an ex-Uni law friend of Welford,
where Davida ran numerous scams based on QDPP protection. ***
5. a/ Davida was blackmailed by the CBA and ordered to destroy our illegal bank loan copy to sell subdivision
land without title and deposit to gain approval for the loan to build our subdivision. Our original Solicitor
Adam Sambrook explained, it's a Solicitors job to fix (CBA style) mistakes with a contract to a contract to fix
the 1st mistake to make the 2nd contract legal. All the Crown needs to know is that the buyers as superfund
beneficiaries signed the contracts in good faith, believing at a 'fire sale' price their profit on completion
(refer several valuations) would be in the area of $125,000 each contract. CBA Credit Manager Grahame
Ledwidge's proof of fraud was to order their contracts to be ripped up. Yes! The CBA are guilty and they
know it, but Ledwidge confessed in brief, quote 'he worked for the shareholders profits and the top end
of town.' b/ Pitman confirmed that his CBA business section had staff cutbacks to increase bank profits and
therefore was not accountable for bank customer service to an ACCC, APRA, ASIC / CALDB, Fair Trading
and Trade Practices Act standard. As Judge John McGill ruled in brief, “Solicitors self-greed and selfgain is a crime.” Referred to today in the media as a Solicitors picnic, known as a tort to make a quick profit
and that way avoid a full CIB criminal investigation, known in the crime industry as natural or holistic justice.
c/ Barrister Paul McQuade’s opinion, “You will not get justice in the Supreme Court, you must gain
Mackenzie's mediation order.” It's important to mention Mackenzie did not specify a time limit, he
did however confirm before his death, in front of two reliable witnesses Chief Justice Paul deJersey
gagged his mediation order which is also confirmed by the fact that this case is still unresolved. d/
Therefore, the Queensland Bar Association identified deJersey's action and confirmed not one
Queensland Barrister will defend your case, the need to go interstate or overseas. Barrister Barlow
identified his fear after winning a previous case for us, by ordering me out of his chambers. The CBA
however originally agreed to provide a QC at their cost, who as I recall was QC Walter Sofronoff who we
believe can assist the Police in their inquiries.
6. a/ We would urge you to remember the Head Contractor's threat (i) “Give me $200,000 or 2 blocks of land
or I will smash your head in.” (ii) Brad Jones proof with payment of $30,000 and a $255,000 payment for
extras at up to 300% over cost to pay Wilson's legal cost to run this 'Site Solutions' protection racket, which
is known in the crime industry as a self funded crime. b/ By law as primary victim and witness no-one knows
the facts better than I do and wherever possible I ensure I travel with a reliable witness. The biggest mistake
Rob Wilson made, was similar to Germany attacking Russia in WWII. To open up a second front, as Wilson
failed to gain the 'Site Solutions' protection profit, estimated at $4.4m, therefore, he tried to steal my
Mother's home. Again, mums Solicitor Denise Maxwell abandoned her, but I will not give up on my Mother.
c/ Mum mortgaged her home believing if I failed she would lose her home and be forced to live in a Caravan
Park. Either before or even after her death to pay the ATO their estimated claim of $460,311 causing our
now inheritance stuff-up. Working in the health care and prison industry, I have a good understanding of
crime prevention. Therefore, the CMC Act ensures the CMC must provide an FOI. This will confirm the
Police Commissioners findings; they rely on Police staff to be accountable. e/ Again fast action from the
CBA to ensure legal contracts have been thoroughly checked by legal counsel would have prevented this
confessed bank circus. The good news is we can learn from our mistakes. We have proved thanks to the
BCC / IID the existence of the 'Site Solutions' protection racket, that is well known to town planners, civil
engineers and site inspectors. They request the QDPP plea-bargaining process be amended by law. Also
confirmed in today's media reports, quote “The devil is in the detail.” As QLS Army / Colonel Judge Pat
Shanahan’s report confirms:- the 14 court transcripts and a forensic

ATO AUDIT WILL SMASH THIS SUPERFUND HIDDEN SUPERFRAUD.
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